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Finest selection  
of European 
contemporary  
fireplaces, stoves 
and accessories 

Design 
 
For nearly 30 years Jydepejsen* has merged 
celebrated Danish design acumen with the 
need for efficient home heating and the love 
of fine furnishings and graceful living. 
 
Stove efficiency was improved by utilizing 
efficient vermiculite panels over firebrick. 
They created wood stoves so well engi-
neered they can be operated by remote 
control.  
 
Mads Miltersen heads the team with expertise 
in both industrial and decorative arts. He is 
a champion for the “less is more” school of 
contemporary home fashion.  
 
You’ll see his influence in the spare lines and 
gentle curves, the “invisible” hinges on some 
units, the artfully sculpted soapstone on oth-
ers, even the remote control unit was ergonomi-
cally designed by him to be aesthetically 
pleasing and comfortable to use. 
 
* Jydepejsen, pronounced “U-Da-Pie-Son” comes from  

Jylland, the Island in Denmark where the stoves are 
made and the Danish word for stove, which is “pejsen”. 
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Trendline 2 

TRENDLINE 2 – The Rotating Stove 
 
The Trendline 2 is a winner of the Platinum 
ADEX Award for design and innovation.  
 
The built-in turntable is designed to rotate 
90° for use in a corner, against a wall, or 
freestanding as an elegant fireplace in the 
center of a room. It can also be adjusted to 
rotate freely 360° in the center of a room. A 
non-rotating version is also available.   
 
The back is finished in the same beautiful 
manner as the front; seams are smooth and 
expertly fitted, and even the door hinges are 
invisible. It’s the perfect room divider.  
 
A simple, fingertip control releases and then 
locks the turntable securely in place. When 
you’ve found the right viewing angle for 
the flames, set the lock in that position. 
Also, the lock set is helpful whenever 
adding more wood to the fire.  
 
Trendline 2 comes in either gray or matte 
black. Customize with a choice of top plates: 
“green” tempered glass, natural Finnish 
soapstone, or ceramic tile in a choice of 19 
colors. It features the exclusive DuplicAir 
— a revolutionary air intake control system. 
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Heat Output:       A - Height 115 cm - 45 in 
Optimal 6 kW - 20 kBTU B - Width 49 cm - 19 in 
Range (Minimum) 4 kW - 14 kBTU C - Depth 46 cm - 18 in 
Range (Maximum) 8 kW - 27 kBTU D - Back Vent Ht 102 cm - 40 in 
Capacity 120 m² - 1300 ft² G - Pipe Ctr to Back 24 cm - 9 in 
            
Firebox Width 37 cm - 15 in       
Firebox Depth 33 cm - 13 in       
Firebox Height 42 cm - 17 in       
Pipe Diameter 150 mm - 6 in       
            
Weight 110 kg - 243 lb       

Trendline 2 Specifications  
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AVANTI – Less is More 
 
As neat and understated as can be, the 
Avanti is a minimalist’s dream-of-a-stove with 
scaled down proportions and nothing to 
interfere with its elegant simplicity of line.  
 
Only 37” tall, the Avanti is a spare 20” 
wide and barely 19” deep, so it will be 
blissfully at home in practically any venue 
you create.  
 
Attention to detail here means literally no 
detail; the door handle is recessed and tucks 
away when closed; and even the door 
hinges are hidden from view.  
 
Firewood can be stored in the alcove 
below, and the steel door is an option. 
Also, the addition of the Finnish soap-
stone top plate adds natural warmth and 
distinction.  
 
Choose gray or matte black.  
 
Features the exclusive DuplicAir — a 
revolutionary air intake control system. Also, 
you can regulate the fire with an optional 
remote control. 
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Avanti Specifications       
Heat Output:       A - Height 94 cm - 37 in 
Optimal 6 kW - 20 kBTU B - Width 52 cm - 20 in 
Range (Minimum) 4 kW - 14 kBTU C - Depth 48 cm - 19 in 
Range (Maximum) 8 kW - 27 kBTU D - Back Vent Ht 81 cm - 32 in 

      F - Outside Air Ht 15 cm - 6 in 
Capacity 120 m² - 1300 ft² G - Pipe Ctr to Back 24 cm - 9 in 

Firebox Width 37 cm - 15 in       
Firebox Depth 33 cm - 13 in       
Firebox Height 42 cm - 17 in       
Pipe Diameter 150 mm - 6 in       
            
Weight 100 kg - 221 lb       

Avanti 
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Softline 

SOFTLINE – Color Your World 
 
Named for its gently curved body and 
pleasing proportions, the Softline provides 
warmth and atmosphere as an integral part 
of your home and décor. The alcove above 
the firebox is a perfect place to set a bowl 
of scented water or potpourri; the storage 
alcove beneath is for tools or kindling.  
 
All the hinge hardware is hidden from view, 
including those hinges on the optional 
lower cabinet door. 
 
The standard Softline comes in a choice of 
gray or matte black and is 43” tall by 20” 
wide (cladding adds to dimensions). Both 
a wall model and a corner model are 
available. There are many ways to customize: 

Top plates: natural soapstone, tempered “green” 
glass,  or high-fired ceramic tile. 

Full soapstone cladding: our natural soapstone is 
mined from Finland.  

Full ceramic cladding: choice of high-fired  
ceramic tile in your choice of 19 colors. 

 
Features the exclusive DuplicAir — a revolu-
tionary air intake control system. Also, 
available is an optional remote control. 
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Softline / Softline Soapstone / Softline Ceramic Specifications      
Heat Output:       A - Height 110 cm - 43 in 
Optimal 6 kW - 20 kBTU B - Width 51 cm - 20 in 
Range (Minimum) 4 kW - 14 kBTU C - Depth 54 cm - 21 in 
Range (Maximum) 8 kW - 27 kBTU D - Back Vent Ht 80 cm - 31 in 
Capacity 120 m² - 1300 ft² F - Outside Air Ht 15 cm - 6 in 
      G - Pipe Ctr to Back 24 cm - 9 in 
Firebox Width 37 cm - 15 in Soapstone Model      
Firebox Depth 33 cm - 13 in A - Height 116 cm - 46 in 
Firebox Height 42 cm - 17 in B - Width 55 cm - 22 in 
Pipe Diameter 150 mm - 6 in C - Depth 61 cm - 24 in 
      D - Back Vent Ht 83 cm - 33 in 
Weight 120 kg - 265 lb F - Outside Air Ht 18 cm - 7 in 
Soapstone Model Wt 250 kg - 551 lb G - Pipe Ctr to Back 26 cm - 10 in 
Ceramic Model Wt 190 kg - 419 lb Ceramic Model      
      A - Height 113 cm - 44 in 
      B - Width 55 cm - 22 in 
      C - Depth 61 cm - 24 in 
      D - Back Vent Ht 80 cm - 31 in 
      F - Outside Air Ht 15 cm - 6 in 
      G - Pipe Ctr to Back 24 cm - 9 in 
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TROJA – The Mega Stoves 
 
Fifteen hundred pounds of magnificent 
Finnish Tulikivi soapstone surround the 
Troja fire box from top to bottom and front 
and back.  
 
About 5’ tall, shown at top left, the Troja is 
destined for greatness in any number of 
settings: an airy contemporary loft, a rustic 
beachfront retreat, or a traditional home 
style. The simple proportions and sculpted 
shaping enable the Troja to comfortably 
establish itself into a multitude of decors.  
 
Available in gray steel, it is 25” wide by 
20” deep. And since the Troja is fully sur-
rounded in satin-finished soapstone, place-
ment in the center of a room is a beautiful 
option to consider.  
 
Also, the two variations, Troja 2, which is 
37” wide (shown above left) and Troja 3, 
which is 68” tall (shown above) are  
designed to fit beautifully against a wall or 
in a corner. 
 
They feature the exclusive DuplicAir — 
a revolutionary air intake control system. 
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Troja Specifications           
Heat Output:       A - Height 153 cm - 60 in 
Optimal 6 kW - 20 kBTU B - Width 63 cm - 25 in 
Range (Minimum) 4 kW - 14 kBTU C - Depth 50 cm - 20 in 
Range (Maximum) 8 kW - 27 kBTU D - Back Vent Ht 126 cm - 50 in 

      G - Pipe Ctr to Back 25 cm - 10 in 
Capacity 120 m² - 1300 ft² Troja 2      
Firebox Width 37 cm - 15 in A - Height 150 cm - 59 in 
Firebox Depth 33 cm - 13 in B - Width 93 cm - 37 in 
Firebox Height 42 cm - 17 in C - Depth 58 cm - 23 in 
Pipe Diameter 150 mm - 6 in D - Back Vent Ht 128 cm - 50 in 

Weight 680 kg - 1499 lb A - Height 172 cm - 68 in 

      D - Back Vent Ht 138 cm - 54 in 

Troja 2 Wt 525 kg - 1158 lb B - Width 85 cm - 33 in 
Troja 3 Wt 585 kg - 1290 lb C - Depth 53 cm - 21 in 

      Troja 3      

      F - Outside Air Ht 24 cm - 9 in 

      F - Outside Air Ht 31 cm - 12 in 

      F - Outside Air Ht 41 cm - 16 in 

Troja 3 

Troja 

Troja 

Troja 2 
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